vmbo / havo / vwo / mbo

This is our English course

We are students with different abilities and preferences. But we all want to learn English.
With Tracks, we can learn online, at our own pace. Our teacher can easily track our progress
and set goals. In class we work on great assignments. Tracks really is our English course.

One course, three tracks

Students learn in different ways and paces. That’s why we created
Tracks, an adaptive online English course that meets the needs of all
types of students in secondary education, MBO and adult education.
Besides being fully adaptive, the course has three separate learning
tracks, named after London Underground lines. These tracks can be
used to differentiate on both class and student level.

What’s in the course?
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Pre-A1 - B2

Pre-A1 - B2

Pre-A1 - B2

12 units per level

12 units per level

12 units per level

2 hours per unit

2 hours per unit

2 hours per unit

50 words per unit

75 words per unit

100 words per unit

Short texts

Extensive reading

Short videos / vlogs

Short videos / vlogs

Extensive academic
reading

Short and simple
grammar lessons

Comprehensive
grammar lessons

Long videos
Comprehensive
grammar lessons

Online practice

The online learning environment enables
students to practice at any place and time.
Per unit, students learn 50 to 100 new
words, which are then further integrated
in listening, reading, writing and speaking
exercises. The smart goal system tracks
student progress and automatically sets
weekly goals in order to reach a long term
goal preset by the teacher.

Teaching
made easy

As a teacher, you can easily track your
students’ progress in our completely
redesigned teachers’ dashboard. In a
few clicks, you can go from a broad
overview of your classes’ performance to
one student’s results per exercise.
The smart goals system saves you
assigning and reviewing homework, as
it sets weekly goals and tracks practice
time per week. Customizable alerts tell
you how your students are doing and who
needs attention.

From knowledge
to use

We strongly believe in learning by doing.
Because the students have practiced
online, they are ready to speak English
in the classroom. The books are full of
interactive lessons helping students to
put their passive knowledge of English to
active use.

Free trial? See back page ▶

student book

central a1

Try Tracks
for free!

or go to
Scan QR code
ls.nl/
methodeenge
tracks

About Holmwood’s

Holmwood’s was founded to create the best possible courses for
learning English as a foreign language. With our roots in education
and IT, we are able to produce courses that not only use state of the
art technology, but are soundly based on teaching experience and
make extensive use of authentic material.

We help you teach English

Besides offering an excellent product, we also think listening to our
customers is highly important. We would be pleased to advise you
when choosing an English course and with its implementation. We
are available by mail and phone for your questions. We also offer
training sessions either in person or via video conferencing.

Get in touch!

Do you want more information about our products?
Are you looking for advice about teaching English
in your school? We are here to help you!

Contact

Phone 085 303 8478
Sales sales@holmwoods.eu
Support support@holmwoods.eu
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